
 
Index of Video 
 
{00.00} = time stamp in minutes.seconds 
Area of transcription 
 
00.00 - Following M into living room 

00.03 - G asks about music and turns on Wii/TV 

00.15 - Oops, wrong button 

00.29 - G gets game and opens it 

00.37 - G Inserts game disc into Wii as opening screen appears 

00.50 - M compares settings on film camera and digital camera  

00:58 - J puts both Wii controllers in one hand to pet cat (M snaps photo) 

01:02 - G “letʼs move the table” 

01:10 - G and J remove items from table  

01:16 - J motions with hand where table should go 

01:18 - G and J move table to make room for gameplay  

01:34 - M stand by, waiting for the action to begin 

01:54 - After staring through viewfinder of film camera for ~20s, M snaps photo 

02:00 - M looks around room and then asks me if she should use a tripod (I shake my head) 

02:11 - M fiddles with the tripod stand attachment on the digital camera 

02:35 - M snaps a couple of shots of the cat on the rug 

02:55 - G and J start playing a game of Wii tennis 

03:00 - M (off camera) takes photos of the two playing  

3:22 - G dances to the music a little 

3:32 - M leans way back to get a photo with the film camera  

3:50 - After looking through viewfinder for 20 seconds, M lowers camera without taking photo 

 

03:54 - M makes a comment about the mention of the band being listened to in a book she is reading 

03:56 - M raises camera back to her eye and leans sideways to frame shot with film camera 

03:59 - cat momentarily distracts M 

04:10 - M takes several shots from same position and advances the film after each 

04:20 - M puts the digital camera on the mantle  

04:35 - M expresses her desire for G and J to do Wii boxing instead of tennis  

04:50 - M, G, and J joke around with each other while M takes a sip of beer and G and J continue game 

VIDEO ACCIDENTALLY GOT SPLIT INTO TWO CLIPS!!!! ---START OF SECOND CLIP--- 

00:00 - M frames a shot and adjusts the focus a lot before lowering the camera w/out shot 



00:30 - M implores G and J to play boxing instead (some back and forth arguing ensues) they agree 

00:45 - J moves a couple of things off of coffee table  

00:55 - J and G open coffee table to grab additional controllers needed for boxing 

01:10 - J and G both connect secondary controllers to primary controllers  

01:25 - G walks towards TV and takes a drink 

01:33 - J makes menu selection via the controller  

01:45 - M leans in position to take shot, holding camera up, eyes are focused on TV waiting for game 

02:02 - J continues to make menu selections using controller - setting up boxing match 

02:15 - M continues to glance back and forth between TV and G and J setting up a shot 

02:30 - After setting up a shot - M presses the shutter release - CLICK! on the film camera 

02:50 - M moves to a position right beside the TV and crouched down facing G and J 

03:00 - M takes another shot with film camera - starts laughing to herself 

03:17 - M explains that it looks really funny from “this angle” takes another shot with film camera  

03:41 - M expresses (while laughing) that she really hopes these photos turn out - advances film 

03:50 - M snaps another shot with film camera 

04:00 - M walks over and puts down film camera, picks up digital camera 

04:05 - M returns to same kneeling position next to TV 

04:08 - M raises camera, auto focuses, takes a shot 

04:10 - M checks shot on digital display 

04:11 - M raises camera, sets up and takes another shot, examines shot, begins to raise camera, stops 

04:15 - M lowers camera and begins making adjustments to settings using buttons and scroll wheel 

04:44 - M raises camera, takes a test shot 

04:50 - M lowers camera and makes settings adjustments again 

04:59 - M raises camera and takes another shot 

05:03 - M lowers camera, checks shot, and begins to adjust settings again 

05:10 - M raises camera again, takes shot, checks preview on display  

05:16 - M lowers camera and makes adjustments to settings  

05:26 - M raises camera and takes another shot 

05:29 - Instead of moving camera, M moves head back to check preview 

05:35 - M moves back a little but further and frames another shot - checks preview 

05:42 - M raises camera for another shot - still kneeling next to TV 

05:46 - M checks preview, laughs at results  

05:52 - takes one more shot, stands up and moves back to previous position. 

06:00 - Camera pans over to G and J playing Wii boxing  

06:10 - Camera pans over to M adjusting film camera sitting on stand while holding digital  

06:13 - M is leaning over film camera making adjustments to the shutter speed knob 



06:24 - M glances back at digital camera and I ask her if she is matching the digital settings 

06:30 - M says “yeah, trying to” 

06:31 - M continues to look at digital camera settings 

06:34 - M leans and compares to film camera settings - makes a couple of adjustments on digital  

06:48 - M returns to kneeling position with digital camera 

06:52 - M takes one quick shot and checks preview - smiles, gets up, switches back to film 

camera 

07:03 - M advances film while walking back over to position next to TV 

07:04 - M raises camera to face and frames shot takes shot, lowers camera, checks TV 

07:12 - M kneels with film camera, frames shot, takes shot 

07:38 - G and J finish boxing game - M thanks them for modeling for her while playing game 

07:46 - M picks up digital camera and G and J come over and get together with her to preview shots 

08:15 - Everyone chuckles at a few of the shots, then M puts the digital camera on the mantle again 

08:45 - M asks if they are going to play another game  

09:01 - M walks over to other side of room with film camera and sits on sofa - begins framing shots 

09:32 - M spends a good amount of time focusing a shot and then J walks in front of it 

09:40 - M comments that Jacob ruined the shot but laughs about it 

10:06 - G and J begin playing Wii bowling 

10:23 - M continues to hold camera up to face and spend a long time (relatively) framing a shot  

10:38 - Takes a shot with film camera 

10:50 - M gets up from sofa and stands up to get a more close up shot of J 

11:10 - J keeps raising his hand in front of camera to mess up the shot (clearly slightly camera shy) 

11:36 - M walks over and takes a close-up of G as well, taking time to frame the shot and adjust the focus 

11:45 - M thanks G for letting her take the shot, they both chuckle, and M walks away 

 
 

 


